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the part of the men employed than does that of the portions 
previously described. 

In conclusion, the author desires to express his indebtedness 
to Sir Jo1m Fowler and Mr. Benjamin Baker, through _wh?se 
kindness he has been enabled to place before the Jnstttutton 
the foregoing particulars respecting an undertaking which, as 
shown by the magnitude of the works now being carried 
on, constitutes one of the greatest engineering feats ever 
attempted. 

THE MACHINERY EMPLOYED AT THE 
FORTH BRIDGE WORKS. 1 

THE greater part of the machinery at the F orth Bridge 
works is original in design and novel in construction, 

chiefly because of the unusual nature of the work to be carried 
out. It may be roughly classed under the following heads: 
hydraulic bending and setting, planing, drilling, erecting, and 
riveting. In designing the machinery and tools to accomplish 
these different kinds of work, there had ever to be kept in view 
rapidity of production. with a very high quality of work in the 
finished structure. An idea of the quantity of machinery 
provided to deal with the material passing through the shops 
may be partly formed from the fact that it is capable of fini,hing 
1500 tons in a single month. 

Hydraulic Bending and Setting Machinery.-To bend and 
twist the large steel plates required in the construction of the 
tubes and their connexions, a great variety of hydraulic presses 
had to be provided. The largest of these is capable of exerting a 
pressure of 16'.JO tons between the dies. It consists of four 24-inch 
cylinders, resting on two longitudinal girders bedded in concrete. 
From each cylinder rise two iron colums, which carry a fixed table 
overhead. On the top of the rams another table is placed, which 
can be raised or lowered at will. Between these two tab!es are 
placed the blocks which stamp the plates to the desired shape. 
In most cases this shape is the arc of a circle, but in others the 
form is very varying, while in some i,nstances the plates are 
flanged as well as bent or twisted. In nearly every case, after a 
plate has been set while heated, it requires to be finally adjusted 
when cooled. To dispense with the heating of the plates gives 
unsatisfactory work, and is in many cases impossible. In no 
instance is this plan of bending adopted to any extent without 
annealing the plates both before and after the work has been 
put upon them. Much of the final adjusting of the plates is 
done by presses comisting of a simple ram fixed to the upper of 
two girders, which are bound together at the ends, the lower 
girder serving as the seat for the block on which the plate is 
placed. Numerous other forms of presses are employed for 
lighter work. 

Planing Machinery.-A special class of machinery is em
ployed to plane the edges of the plates. In the case of most of 
the plates this requires to be done very carefully, because in the 
structure of the bridge a certain percentage of the stress in 
compression is taken up by the plates butting, instead of wholly 
by the rivets as in the tension joints. This statement applies to 
all plates in the tubes. 

The sides are first of all planed on what may be looked upon 
as an ordinary planing machine. It is provided however with 
special double side-cheeks, between which are two fixed swivel
ling tool-boxes, one on each side of the machine. These tool
boxes can when desired be transferred to a special cr0ss-slide, as 
it is sometimes more convenient to work with one box in the 
cross-slide rather than with both between the side-cheeks. 
Both tools act together and cut continuously-that is, during the 
backward as well as the forward travel of the table. The plate 
to be cut is fixed upon a curved block, which in turn is securely 
bolted to the table. 

For planing the ends of the curved plates a special machine 
had to be designed and built, in which the plates are secured to 
a fixed table, while the tool is made to tr1vel backwards and 
forwards in a swinging pendulum that receives its motion 
through a connecting-rod from a travelling saddle. The tool 
cuts both ways in this instance also, and is fed to its work by 
hand. 

The pla'lin~ machines employed to finish the rectangular 
plates for girder work are of the usual pattern for plate-edge 
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planing, but with the addition of an end slide provided with a 
separate tool for planing one end of the plate at the same time 
that one of its sides is being sirnilarly treated. This machine 
finishes a plate at two settings, with the certainty that the ends 
are at right angles to the sides. 

In some machines two saddles are upon the main slide, and in 
others two tools are in one saddle; bot.h devices have their 
advantages. The facing of the tees, angles, and other sections 
is done as a rule by cold steel saws, in order to secure good 
butting. 

Drilling Machinery.-As will be inferred from the varying 
character of the work, the drilling is performed by various 
classes of machines. The principle kept in view is that, wherever 
possible, girders, tubes, &c., should be drilled only while their 
various parts "re temporarily huilt and held together by bolts in 
the position they will finally occupy in the finished structure ; in 
this way the highest class of work is obtained. 

For drilling the tubes, the machines, each complete in itself, 
are made large enough to embrace the entire circumference of 
the tube. They consist of a wrought-iron under-frame or 
carriage, on which are placed the engine and boiler. On it are 
also fixed two 1:irge cast-iron annular rings or headstocks, 
embracing the tube, round which ten drilling slides and heads 
travel circumferentially. The slides are moved around the rings 
and consequently around the tubes by a worm at each end, 
gearing into a worm-wheel that forms part of the rings. The 
motion of the drill -heads on the slides is longitudinal, or 
parallel to the tubes . These two motions easily permit of the 
ten drills working at any part of the circumference of the tube 
comprised between the two annular rings, which embrace a 
length of 8 feet. When this length is finished, the whole machine 
is travelled forwards, and is again ready to drill a new length of 
8 feet. The tube rests on timber blocks, which are removed 
from the front and placed heh ind as the machine travels forwards. 
In the case of the lighter tubes, the rate of drilling is as high as 
12 lineal feet of tu be per shift of ten hours ; this represents 
about 800 holes drilled 

The booms of all girders are drilled separately on blocks, 
thus leaving the bracings to be drilled to template, which is done 
by radial drills at another time. The machines employed to 
drill the booms are of a wholly different kind from those used 
for the tubes. They are moved along rails, running on each side 
of the blocks upon which the booms are built, and parallel with 
them. They consist of a double carriage with upright columns, 
connected together hy means of a cross-beam and sundry other 
framing for carrying the shafts, pulleys, &c. To the columns 
and cross-beam are sectued slides, to which the fixed drill-heads 
are bolted on the front of the machine ; while to the back are 
attached radiating arms, each carrying a single drill. In this 
way there are both fixed and swinging drills on the two sides of 
the machine, capable of drilling holes in either a horizontal or a 
vertical plane. ·The fixed drills serve for all holes in the regular 
pitch, while the movable drills take what may be called odd 
holes, such as those where the struts and ties are to be secured 
to the booms. All the fixed drills are self-feeding, but the 
movable ones are fed by hand. The number of drills simul
taneously at work varies greatly; at times as many as thirteen 
have been employed together on a single boom. 

Other machines having radials with only single drills are 
used for a special class oi drilling, and are found to work to 
great advantage. With the exception of a few special tool~, all 
the remaining drilling is done by radials capable of makmg a 
complete circle round the column on which they are supported. 
Tables are placed on each side of these machines, and the work 
is fixed on one of the tables ; and as the drills are placed at a 
convenient distance from one another, all the drilling required is 
easily accomplished without a second shifting of the work. 

Erecting and Riveting Machinery.-To erect and rivet such 
large quantities of material at the immense height at which much 
of it requires to be done demands a large quantity of special 
plant for riveting and other purposes. The ordinary class of 
riveting is accomplished by means of small portable riveters, 
consisting of two arms held apart by links and stays ; one arm 
acts as the holder-on, while the other carries the hydraulic 
cylinder for supplying the power, the cylinder and arm together 
forming one casting. For some of the more difficult work, 
where neither could this form of riveter be employed nor could 
the work be done by hand, small direct-acting hydraulic cylinders 
were used; the die for forming the rivet-head was here fixed into 
the piston. Two 4-inch cylinders were usually employed, held 
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to their work either by hard wood packing placed against the 
permanent structure, or by temporary girders brought into proper 
position. In these machines the pressure employed was 3 tons 
per square inch. A large amount of excellent work was per
formed by these machines in positions where it was practically 
impossible to do it otherwise. 

The riveting of the vertical columns of the piers is done by 
riveting machines attached to the under sides of the lifting plat
forms. They are lifted with the platforms, and do their wo k 
while the platform is at rest. They consist of two longitudinal 
girders or uprights, one on the outside and the other on the in
side of the column. Along the face of each girder a riveting 
cylinder is raised or lowered by hydraulic power. The inside 
girder has a trunnion at top and bottom, fitting into a step in two 
temporary diaphragms for supporting the thrust of the rams in 
riveting. It is turned round on the trunnions at will, so as to 
rivet up an entire length of 16 feet of the tube both circum
ferentially and longitudinally. The outside girder and riveting 
cylinder when at work always face the inside. The outside 
girtler is attached at top and bottom to two wrought-iron rings, 
which encircle the column, and not only furnish the necessary 
support but also permit of the machine being moved round the 
column by hydraulic power as required. Over 800 rivets have 
been closed in a day by one of these machines. 

In t be erection of the large piers of the bridge, hydraulic 
power is utilized to a great extent. The principle adopted is to 
build the piers from off a platform raised by hydraulic pressure 
as the w-0rk of erection proceeds, utilizing the piers themselves 
in process of building as the support of the rising platform. 

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE RARE EARTHS. 

IT is now nearly twelve months since the chemical world was 
agitated by the memorable departure made by Mr. Crookes, 

in his address to the Chemical Section of the British Associa
tion, in attempting to translate into language thoughts which had 
been irresistibly forced home to the minds of many men of 
science as to the insufficiency of the theories of our modern 
chemical philosophy to account for the presence in our midst of 
those objects of ever-increasing interest, the chemical elements. 
It will be remembered that, both in the address referrecl to and 
in his lecture at the Royal Institution on the "Genesis of the 
Elements," Mr. Crookes based a large portion of his arguments 
upon the remarkable experiences which he himself had met with 
in endeavouring to separate the constituents of the rare earths 
contained in several sparsely distributed minerals. It may be of 
interest just to recall the main conclusions drawn by the lecturer 
from his experiments upon the substances yielded by the 
laborious but fruitful process of fractionation. Yttrium, which 
only two years ago was supposed to be a simple substance, fell 
under that nil desperandum sorting influence into five com
ponents, each of which presented a distinct phosphorescent 
spectrum ; samarium, one of the constitutnts of old didymium, 
was found to consist of two and possibly of three ingredients ; 
and finally, the two components of didymium itself, into which 
it had been separated by Dr. Auer von \Velsbach, were shown 
by Mr. Crookes, M. de Boisbaudran, and M. Demarc,ay to 
consist themselves of several. 

Contemporaneously with the work which has been carried on 
hy these and other experimenters, Drs. Kriiss and Nilson, who 
have at their disposal tolerably large quantities of Scandinavian 
minerals containing rare earths, have been engaged upon work 
of a similar nature, and have lately published in the Berichte of 
the German Chemical Society results of the highest interest, 
not only confirming the conclusions abo·,e referred to, but an
nouncing that, '' in place of the rare metals erbium, holmium, 
thulium, didymium, and samarium, we must now accept the 
existence of more than twenty elements." 

Considering the interest which Mr. Crookes's addresses have 
called forth, and the important bearing of this contemporaneous 
work upon a subject of such paramount importance to the first 
principles of chemistry, it may be of advantage to give a short 
description of the experiments which have led to results of such 
magnitude. 

The minerals examined were specimens of thorite from Brevig 
and Arendal, in the province of Christiansand, of wohlerite 
from Brevig, cerite from Bastnas, fergusonite from Arendal and 
Ytterby, ancl of euxenite from Hitteri:i and Arendal. The 

nitrates of the earths contained in these minerals gave very 
beautiful absorption-spectra, and a precise measurement of the 
positions of the lines and bands in these spectra resulted in the 
surprising observation that in certain minerals only a particular 
few of the absorption-bands of the nitrates of some of the rare 
earths were visible; thus, only one line out of all the lines con
sidered to belong to the nitrate of holmium, the metal which 
Soret called X, was visible in any intensity in the spectrum of 
the nitrates from thorite of Brevig ; moreover, this particular 
line is but insignificant, among many much more intense, in the 
usual spectrum of the nitrate of holmium. The more intense 
lines were either not at all or only faintly visible in the spectrum 
of tborite of Brevig ; hence it is concluded that Soret's X 
must consist of at least two ingredients, of which one is found 
free in thorite of Brevig, and gives this one line of wave-length 
428·7. 

In these observations a single 60° prism of dispersion 
A - H 2 = 4° 18' was preferred, inasmuch as weak lines or bands 
cannot be distinctly seen with more dispersion, and the position 
of maximum darkness becomes more difficult to fix ; the spectro
scope was fitted with the most refined micrometer arrangement 
for the accurate determination of the wave-lengths, so that the 
whole of the work may be checked by future observers. Before 
passi1;1g to the ?is_cussion of the main results of the experiments, 
a bnef descnpt10n of the procedure in case of one of the 
minerals examined may not be without interest. Thorite of 
Brevig is a typical specimen of the Scandinavian rare earth 
minerals, and its treatment was as follows. After removal of 
the thoria, which was required for the purpose of determining 
the atomic weight of thorium, the solution in ice-cold water of 
the sulphates of the mixed earths was precipitated by oxalic 
acid, leaving the iron, manganese, and uranium in solution. The 
oxalates were then ignited and the residual earths again con
verted to sulphates ; the sulphates were converted to hydrates 
by precipitation with ammonia, and the hydrates dissolved in 
nitric acid, by which a lovely pink solution of the nitrates was 
obtained. As small quantitities of thorium and cerium were 
still contained in the mixture, the nitrate solution was evaporated 
to dryness, and the residue ignited, whereby the thorium and 
cerium nitrates were converted into insoluble basic salts. The 
filtered solution of the residue then contained the nitrates of the 
didymium and yttrium metals, and gave the following absorption
spectrum :-

Thorite of Brevig. 

Observed position of 
max. darkness. 

Previously 
observed For Intensity of the absorption-

Reading of Observed wave- bands. 
micro- wave- length. 

meter. length. 

---- ---- ----

2354 728·3 728·3 Di Tolerably strong. 
2381 708·2 708·2 Di Very faint. 
241! 686·0 684·0 Tm Extremely faint. 
2420 679"3 679·4 Di Faint. 
2457 654·1 6547 Er Faint. 
2480 640·6 640·4 X Very faint. 
2505 626·1 626·1 Di Faint. 
2568 591 ·5 591·5 Di Faint. 
2596 579·2 579·2 Di Tolerably faint. 
2605 575"4 575·4 Di Faint. 
2689 539·6 ... ? Very faint. 
2713 531 ·3 531·3 Di Faint. 
2721 529·2 530·0 Di Extremely faint. 
2740 523·6 523·1 Er Strong. 
2747 521 ·6 521 ·5 Di Very faint. 
2781 512·2 512·2 Di Faint, broad. 
2872 485·9 485·5 X Very faint. 
2888 482·3 482·0 Di Very faint, but sharp. 
2913 476·5 477·7 Sm Faint. 
2944 469·2 469·0 Di Strong. 
2974 462·3 463"2 Sm Faint. 
3068 445·6 445·1 Di Very strong. 
3076 444·2 444·7 Di Very strong. 
3164 428·7 428·5 X Stwn!l. 
3240 417·3 416·7 Sm Str:mg. 
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